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Abstract

Conversion of fossil fuels to electrical power is the most popular method of electrical 
power generation. Due to the depletion of fossil fuels and the increase in air pollution, 
the necessity of using high ef ciency power generation systems is increasing. High 
temperature fuel cells, such as solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC) and molten carbonate 
fuel cells (MCFC), have high ef ciency. According to the high operation temperature 
of these fuel cells, there is the possibility of  combining of them with gas turbines 
(GT) to reach to a higher ef ciency. In the present study, the SOFC-GT hybrid 
system, the MCFC-GT hybrid system, and the new SOFC-MCFC-GT hybrid system 
are compared from an energy and economic point of view. The results show that 
the MCFC-GT has the highest ef ciency but its annualized cost is greater than the 
others. The new SOFC-MCFC-GT hybrid system is more ef cient than the SOFC-GT 
hybrid system for low current density, high fuel utilization, and high air utilization. 
This new hybrid system has lower annualized cost than MCFC-GT hybrid system.
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1. Introduction

From an environmental point of view, it is interested 
to use a high energy ef ciency system, such as fuel 

cells, to generate electrical power. Some of the fuel 
cells work at a high temperature and their output 
has high energy quality. Therefore, their output 
has the possibility to generate more power in a gas 
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turbine.  Hybrid systems including high temperature 
fuel cells and gas turbine are currently the focus 
of many researchers. One of these hybrid systems, 
the SOFC-GT, can be considered from a different 
point of view. Ameri and Mohammadi [1] simulated 
an atmospheric SOFC and GT hybrid system by 
utilizing Aspen Plus functions and unit operation 
modules. In this study a sensitivity analysis was 
done for a 300kW SOFC and GT hybrid and it 
explained the reasons for increase or decrease of the 
major design parameters. Dang et al. [2] developed 
a numerical model for the performance analysis 
of solid oxide fuel cell /micro gas turbine hybrid 
systems with prereforming of natural gas, in which 
a quasi two-dimensional model has been built to 
simulate the cell electrochemical reaction, heat, and 
mass transfer within a tubular SOFC. The effects of 
turbine inlet temperature (TIT) and pressure ratio 
(PR) on the performance of the hybrid system was 
investigated. Massardo and Magistri [3] investigated 
the performance of an internal reforming solid oxide 
fuel cell and gas turbine combined cycles. An exergy 
and a thermo-economic analysis of the cycles was 
carried out and presented the in uence of several 
parameters such as external reformer operating 
conditions, fuel-to-air ratio, cell current density, 
compressor pressure ratio, etc. Sreeramulu and 
Gupta [4] carried out a thermodynamic analysis of 
a SOFC-GT combined system (3MW) for the fuel 
methane to evaluate the energy ef ciency, exergy 
ef ciency and exergy destruction of each component 
and compared it with other fuels like coal gas and 
ethanol. They analysed the effect of compression 
ratio, turbine inlet temperature, and ambient 
temperature of air on the performance of the system. 
Fatahian et al. [5] simulated fuel cell compression 
ratios of 4, 4.1 and 4.2 at an ambient temperature of 
298 K and ultimately selected an optimum ratio of 
4.1 for modeling. Khani et al. [6] proposed a heat and 
power cogeneration system known as the SOFC-GT 
indirect thermal coupling scheme and identify the 
best practical operating condition essential to obtain 
the most thermodynamic and economic effective 
performance of the system subjected to necessary 

constraints through multi-objective optimization. 
Arsalis [7] investigated the design and performance 
characteristics of hybrid system con gurations 
consisting of a SOFC, gas turbine, and steam turbine 
for stationary power applications, which provide 
power to a large number of residential/commercial 
buildings. Eveloy et al. [8] investigated a triple 
SOFC-Brayton-organic Rankine cycle to enhance 
power generation capacity and ef ciency in a 
process plant. Shirazi et al. [9] modeled an internal-
reforming solid oxide fuel cell-gas turbine hybrid 
system and analyzed it from thermal (energy and 
exergy), economic, and environmental points of 
view. They performeda multi-objective optimization 
of the system in order to achieve optimal design 
parameters. 
Another hybrid system, the MCFC-GT, has recently 
caught the attention of researchers. Haghighat 
Mamaghani et al. [10] modeled a molten carbonate 
fuel cell-gas turbine hybrid plant from energetic, 
exergetic, economic and environmental standpoints 
and  optimized the system through a multi-objective 
optimization scheme. They employed the TOPSIS 
decision-making method to determine the system 
 nal optimum design, leading to an overall exergetic 
ef ciency of 51.7% and a total cost of 0.324 million 
USD per year. Zhang et al. [11] established a model of 
the molten carbonate fuel cell and gas turbine hybrid 
system with direct internal reforming where the fuel 
cell and the auxiliary burner were taken as the heat 
reservoirs of the GT. They found that the ef ciency of 
the hybrid system increases by adding the utilization 
factor of the hydrogen, and the maximum power 
output of the hybrid system is achieved when the 
utilization factor of the hydrogen is equal to 0.78. 
Haghighat Mamaghani et al. [12] proposed a hybrid 
system integrating high temperature MCFC-GT and 
ORC (organic Rankine cycle), which provides the 
possibility to achieve high electrical and exergetic 
ef ciencies owing to the subsequent electrical power 
output in the bottoming cycle. El-Emam and Dincer 
[13] performed energy and exergy analyses and an 
ef ciency assessment for a biogas fueled MCFC 
combined with gas turbine system. 
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In the present study, a new hybrid system including 
SOFC, MCFC, and GT is investigated. This new 
hybrid system is compared with the SOFC-GT 
and MCFC-GT hybrid systems from energy and 
economic standpoints. The effect of changes in 
different parameters (current density, fuel utilization, 
and air utilization) are considered on the efciency, 
annualized cost, power, voltage and temperature of 
the fuel cells.

2.Mathematical modeling

2.1. Solid oxide fuel cell

The solid oxide fuel cell used in this study is a 
type of tubular solid oxide fuel cell with internal 
reforming [14]. Reforming is needed to convert the 
fuel into hydrogen in a solid oxide fuel cell fed by a 
conventional fuel like natural gas. As reforming is 
done inside the cell, it is assumed that the mechanism 
of reactions taking place inside the cell is as follows:

Steam reforming                                                    (1)

Water gas Shifting                                                 (2)                                                    

Electrochemical reaction                                                                           (3)

The hydrogen produced by reforming and shifting 
reactions with the available oxygen in the air 
participates in the electrochemical reaction. In the 
above relations, x, y, and z are the molar rates of 
reaction progress for steam reforming, water-gas 
shifting, and electrochemical reactions, respectively.
As the reforming and shifting reactions are in 
equilibrium state, the equilibrium constants of the 
reactions can be calculated according to equations (4-7).

(4)

(5)

(6)

                                                                                                      (7)  

The equilibrium constants of reforming and shifting 
reactions are directly correlated to the temperature 
by a polynomial equation: 

(8)

where A, B, C, D, and E are the experimental 
constants, their values are listed by Chan [14]. The fuel 
utilization factor (Uf) in the anode side is dened as the 
ratio of reacted hydrogen to the produced hydrogen. 

(9)

The reversible voltage of fuel cell is calculated by 
the Nernst equation:

                                                                                                                      (10)

where E° is the voltage of the fuel cell in standard 
conditions, Ru is the universal gas constant, T is 
the operating temperature of the fuel cell, F is the 
Faraday’s constant, and ne is the number of circulated 
electron in circuit for the formation of each water 
molecule. The real voltage of the fuel cell is less than 
the Nernst voltage due to irreversibility in the fuel 
cell. This irreversibility can be divided into three 
groups: activation loss, ohmic loss, and concentration 
loss. The value of real voltage is calculated according 
to equation (11):

                                                                                   (11)

The value of activation losses is equal to the sum 
of activation losses of the anode and cathode, and 
will be obtained by simplifying the Butlere-Volmers 
equation:

(12)
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                                                                                (13)

where i and i° are the current density and the exchange 
current density, respectively. 
The ohmic losses are related to the transfer of 
electrons and ions in the anode, cathode, electrode, 
and internal connectors. The ohmic losses are 
obtained by equations (14-17):

                                                                                     (14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

The values of A, B, and δ in equations (16) and (17) 
are constant parameters that depend on the geometry 
and type of the fuel cell. The values of these 
parameters are listed by V. Akkaya [15].
The value of concentration losses is calculated by the 
following equations:

(18)

(19)

(20)

where, iL is the limiting current density. 
The power generated by SOFC can be calculated 
based on the real voltage of the fuel cell by equations 
(21-23):

(21)

(22)

                                                                                              (23)
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where Itot is the total current of the fuel cell and 
ηinvt,sofc is the coefcient of inversion of direct to 
alternative current in the fuel cell. 
Since the reforming reaction is endothermic and the 
shifting reaction is exothermic, the value of heat 
produced from the reforming and shifting reactions 
are obtained by:

(24)

(25)

The heat produced from electrochemical reaction is 
supplied from two main sources. One is due to the 
reversible reaction and the other is due to the voltage 
losses of the fuel cell. The value of the heat produced 
from the electrochemical reaction also is calculated 
as follows:

(26)

(27)

The total net heat transfer of the solid oxide fuel cell 
will be obtained by the difference between the heat 
values of the three above equations:

(28)

The temperature of outow gasses from the fuel cell 
can be calculated by balancing the energy, and also 
through the use of the trial and error method. 

2.2. Molten carbonate fuel cell

The electrochemical reactions at the anode and 
cathode of the MCFC are:

anode:                                                                                    (29) 

cathode:                                                                                                     (30)

The voltage output of fuel cells are usually affected 
by multi-overpotentials including the activation, 
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ohmic, and concentration overpotentials. The species 
and magnitudes of overpotentials are different for 
different types of fuel cells. According to the semi-
empirical model developed by Yuh and Selman [16, 
17], the voltage output Vcell is given by:

(31)

where E is the ideal equilibrium potential, Va is the 
anode overpotential, Vc is the cathode  overpotential, 
and Vohmic  is the ohmic overpotential obtain from the 
following equations, respectively. 

(32)

                                                                             (33)

(34)

(35)

Where E° is the ideal standard potential, R is the 
universal gas constant, Pj,a is the partial pressure of 
constituent in the anode, Pj,c is the partial pressure of 
constituent in the cathode, and Eact is the activation 
energy in the anode or cathode. The equilibrium 
constant of the shifting reaction can be calculated 
using partial pressures:

(36)

(37)

The equilibrium constant of the reforming and water 
gas shift reaction can also be expressed in terms of 
the following relation:

(38)

(39)

where A, B, C, D, and E are experimental constants, 
their values are listed by Chan [14].

The fuel utilization factor (Uf) in the anode side 
is dened as the ratio of reacted hydrogen to the 
produced hydrogen. 

(40)

where           is the anode hydrogen input and  
is the anode hydrogen output. 
The electrical power generated by the stack is 
expressed as follows:

(41)

where A is the cell area. The thermal energy generated 
within the MCFC stack by chemical reactions can be 
achieved from:

(42)

(43)

The total net heat transfer of the molten carbonate 
fuel cell will be obtained by the difference between 
the heat values of three above equations:

(44)

The temperature of outow gasses from the fuel 
cell can be calculated by solving equations (36-44) 
through the use of the trial and error method. 

2.3. Gas turbine

By knowing the turbine inlet temperature, pressure 
ratio, and the isentropic efciency of gas turbine, the 
value of actual work and exhaust gas temperature can 
be calculated according to:
 

(45)
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3.Results

Supply of the power needed in high efciency 
systems is one of the scientist’s priorities. The 
combination of a high temperature fuel cell with a 
gas turbine generates a high efciency hybrid system. 
Solid oxide fuel cells and molten carbonate fuel cells 
work at high operating temperatures: therefore, the 
combination of these fuel cells with a gas turbine can 
give high efciency. The SOFC anode output has 
some unused fuel and the SOFC cathode output has 
some unused oxygen which can be used in a MCFC 
for generating power. Of course some fuel and air 
must be injected to the MCFC input to create suitable 
operating conditions. Finally, the MCFC output 
enters into a GT for even more power generation. This 
system is the SOFC-MCFC-GT hybrid system which 
we compared with SOFC-GT and MCFC-GT hybrid 
systems in this study. Fig.1 shows the schematics of 
these three hybrid systems. The effect of the current 
density change, the fuel utilization change, and the 
air utilization change are considered on the efciency, 
annualized cost, electrical power, and the fuel cells 
operating voltage and temperature. The operating 
temperature of fuel cellswas obtained using the error 
and trial method for a solution of the energy balance 
and chemical kinetic equations simultaneously. First, 
the effect of current density change is considered. 
Fig.2 shows the changes of efciency and annualized 
cost with changes in the current density for the hybrid 
systems. As can be seen in the gure, the efciency 
of the three systems decreases as the current density 
increases. The MCFC-GT hybrid system is the most 
efcient. For current density lower than about 4100 A/
m2, the SOFC-MCFC-GT hybrid system has greater 
efciency than the SOFC-GT hybrid system. The 
rate of efciency change of the SOFC-MCFC-GT is 
higher than the SOFC-GT. Because of the increase 
in reforming reaction in the SOFC and the increase 
in the current density, the MCFC input fuel will 
decrease. Therefore, as shown in Figures 3 and 4, the 
MCFC temperature increase rate and the GT power 
increase rate are reduced, which causes an increase 
in the rate of efciency change of SOFC-MCFC-GT. 

2.4. Efciency 

Considering the total hybrid system as a control 
volume, the electrical efciency and net output 
power are obtained by the following equations:

(48)

(49)

2.5. Annualized cost

In nance, the annualized cost is the cost per year 
of owning and operating an asset over its entire 
lifespan. Annualized cost is used in the present study 
to compare different congurations of economic 
aspects. In order to calculate ANC, annualized 
initial capital cost, annualized operating cost, and 
annualized maintenance cost will be added [18]. 
Since the life of different components are were equal, 
replacement costs are not considered.

Annualized initial capital cost:
(50)

where Cacap, Ccap, CRF, i, and Rproj are the annualized 
initial capital cost, initial capital cost, capital 
recovery factor, real interest rate, and system 
lifespan, respectively.

Real interest rate:                                                (51)

where i’ and f are the nominal interest rate and 
ination of 0.2 and 0.15, respectively.

Capital recovery factor:  
(52)

The equations provided in  Arsalis [7] and 
Haghighat Mamaghani et al. [10] are used 
to estimate initial capital cost, maintenance 
cost, and operating cost of the hybrid systems 
components.
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(a)                                                                                                                                               (b)

                                                                                (c)           
Fig. 1. Schematic of the three hybrid systems.

Fig. 2. Variation efciency and annualized cost with current density.
 Also, Fig.2  shows that the annualized cost of the
 hybrid systems decrease as the current density
 increases. The annualized cost of the MCFC-GT
 hybrid system is greater than the others. Fig.3 shows
 changes in the fuel cells operating voltage and

 temperature for the three hybrid systems with current
 density. Due to the same input condition for SOFC
 in SOFC-GT and SOFC-MCFC-GT hybrid systems,
 the SOFC operating voltage and temperature is
 exactly the same for these two hybrid systems. ’ Due
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Fig. 3. Variation of fuel cell operating voltage and temperature with current density.

to different input conditions two hybrid systems.’ 
Due to different input conditions for the MCFC, the 
operating voltage and temperature for MCFC-GT 
and SOFC-MCFC-GT hybrid systems are a little 
different. With the increase in current density, the 
fuel cells operating voltage decreases and the fuel 
cells operating temperature increases. Fig.4 shows 
the variation of total power and components’ power 
of the hybrid systems with the change of current 
density. Due to a reduction of voltage with current 
density, the fuel cells power decreases as the current 
density increases. The GT power increases with 
current density for all three hybrid systems because 
of the increase in the fuel cells output temperature. 
The sum of the fuel cells input fuel is the same for all 
three hybrid systems. An injection of fuel to the after 
burner is needed to obtain the necessary heat for the 
fuel cells reactants preheating. This value as shown 
in Table 1 is different for the three hybrid systems. 
For this reason, the efciency of the SOFC-MCFC-
GT is greater than the efciency of the SOFC-GT 
hybrid system. 
Next, we consider the effect of fuel utilization 
change. An increase in the fuel utilization causes an 
increase in the efciency and the annualized cost.
As shown in Fig.5, the MCFC-GT efciency and 
annualized cost are greater than the other two 
systems. The SOFC-MCFC-GT efciency is lower 

than the SOFC-GT efciency for lower values of   
fuel utilization. The rate of increase in the SOFC-
MCFC-GT efciency is higher than the other two 
systems, and it will be greater than the SOFC-GT 
efciency for higher values of  fuel utilization. The 
reason for this is the increase in fuel consumption. 
This means the MCFC in the SOFC-MCFC-
GT hybrid system consumes a percent of SOFC 
output fuel in addition to a percent of injected fuel. 
This causes an increase in the MCFC reactions 
and an increase in the MCFC power generation. 
Fig.6 shows changes of the fuel cells operating 
voltage and temperature with fuel utilization. 
The value of the SOFC voltage is the same for 
SOFC-GT and SOFC-MCFC-GT hybrid systems. 
It increases slowly at lower fuel utilization and 
decreases in fuel utilization greater than about 0.85. 
The MCFC operating voltage in the MCFC-GT 
system is greater than the SOFC voltage, but changes 
in the same manner as the SOFC.  The MCFC voltage 
change in the SOFC-MCFC-GT hybrid system has a 
different procedure. It increases continually with the 
increase in fuel utilization. This is due to the increase 
in the H2O partial pressure and the decrease in the 
H2 partial pressure in the SOFC output as the fuel 
utilization increases which causes the decrease in the 
voltage losses according to equation (33). This gure 
also shows the change of fuel cells temperature with 
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Table 1. Fuel injected to different parts of the hybrid systems
 SOFC 

consumption(kmol/s)
  MCFC 

consumption(kmol/s)
AB 

consumption(kmol/s)
Total 

consumption(kmol/s)
SOFC-GT 0.0028 0.0011 0.0039
MCFC-GT 0.0028 0.0010 0.0038

SOFC-MCFC-GT 0.0014 0.0014 0.0006 0.0034

Fig. 4. Variation of total and components power with current density.

 
Fig. 5. Variation efciency and annualized cost with fuel utilization.
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fuel utilization. The rate of increase in the MCFC 
operating temperature in the SOFC-MCFC-GT 
hybrid system is lower than that for the other hybrid 
system fuel cells. Fig.7 shows the variation of total 
power and components’ power of the hybrid systems 
with the change of fuel utilization. The fuel cells 
power increases and the GT power decreases with the 
increase in fuel utilization. Due to a higher portion 
of fuel cells power in the total power, the hybrid 
systems total power increases with fuel utilization.
Finally, the effect of air utilization on the different 
parameters is considered. Fig.8 shows a small 

increase in the annualized cost as the air utilization 
increases. The efciency of the MCFC-GT and the 
SOFC-MCFC-GT hybrid systems increases but the 
SOFC-GT efciency decreases with air utilization. 
The reason is the change procedure of the GT power 
and its portion in the total power.
As shown in Fig.9, the GT power of the three hybrid 
systems decrease as the air utilization decreases. But 
the portion of the GT power in the total power of 
SOFC-GT hybrid system is greater which causes 
the reduction of the SOFC-GT efciency with air 
utilization. Fig.10 shows the variation of the fuel 

Fig. 6. Variation of fuel cell operating voltage and temperature with fuel utilization.

 
Fig. 7. Variation of total and components power with fuel utilization.
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Fig. 8. Variation efciency and annualized cost with air utilization.

 

Fig. 9. Variation of total and components power with air utilization.

 
Fig. 10. Variation of fuel cell operating voltage and temperature with air utilization.

285
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cells operating voltage and temperature. With the 
exception of the SOFC-GT total power and GT 
power of the SOFC-GT, the other components power 
have little change with air utilization.

4.Conclusion 

In the present study, three hybrid systems (SOFC-
GT, MCFC-GT, and the new SOFC-MCFC-GT) are 
compared from an energy and economic point of 
view. The effect of current density, fuel utilization, 
and air utilization are considered on the efciency, 
annualized cost, components power, total power, 
voltage and temperature of the fuel cells. 
The fuel cells power decreases and the GT power 
increases with the increase in the current density 
for the three hybrid systems. The fuel cells power 
increases and the GT power decreases with the 
increase in the fuel utilization. The GT power of the 
three hybrid systems decreases with the increase in 
the air utilization, but the fuel cells show different 
behavior. The increase in the fuel utilization causes 
the increase in the efciency and the annualized cost. 
MCFC operating voltage in the MCFC-GT system 
is greater than the SOFC voltage, but it changes 
in the same manner. The MCFC voltage change in 
the SOFC-MCFC-GT hybrid system has a different 
changing procedure. The rate of increase in the 
MCFC operating temperature in SOFC-MCFC-GT 
hybrid system is lower than that for the other hybrid 
systems fuel cells. The MCFC-GT hybrid system has 
the greatest efciency and unfortunately the greatest 
annualized cost. The SOFC-GT hybrid system has 
the lowest efciency and the lowest annualized cost. 
The new hybrid system including SOFC, MCFC, 
and GT is more efcient than the SOFC-GT hybrid 
system for low current density, high fuel utilization, 
and high air utilization. The rate of increase in the 
SOFC-MCFC-GT efciency with fuel utilization is 
higher than the other two systems. The efciency 
of the MCFC-GT and the SOFC-MCFC-GT hybrid 
systems increases but the SOFC-GT efciency 
decreases with air utilization.

Nomenclature

SOFC Solid oxide fuel cell
MCFC Molten carbonate fuel cell
GT Gas turbine
AB After burner
FC Fuel compressor
AC Air compressor
M Mixer
HX Heat exchanger
WP Water pump
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